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Abstract 
An important concern with the deaf community is inability to hear partially or totally. This may 
affect the development of language during childhood, which limits their habitual existence. Con-
sequently to facilitate such deaf speakers through certain assistive mechanism, an effort has been 
taken to understand the acoustic characteristics of deaf speakers by evaluating the territory spe-
cific utterances. Speech signals are acquired from 32 normal and 32 deaf speakers by uttering ten 
Indian native Tamil language words. The speech parameters like pitch, formants, signal-to-noise 
ratio, energy, intensity, jitter and shimmer are analyzed. From the results, it has been observed 
that the acoustic characteristics of deaf speakers differ significantly and their quantitative meas-
ure dominates the normal speakers for the words considered. The study also reveals that the 
informative part of speech in a normal and deaf speakers may be identified using the acoustic 
features. In addition, these attributes may be used for differential corrections of deaf speaker’s 
speech signal and facilitate listeners to understand the conveyed information. 
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1. Introduction 
Speech is the strongest communication medium for all human beings, while it becomes hardest for deaf speakers 
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or hard of hearing subjects (HoH). This communication medium should sustain, preserve and prolong in its 
quality to convey their thoughts [1]. Generally the amount of hearing loss ranges from moderate to profound to 
severe and measured in decibel (dB). The profound to severe hearing loss of ≥70 dB occurs because of congeni-
tal facts and becomes complex to understand the acoustics as well as verbalization phonetics. The speech output 
of deaf speakers is less intelligible and hence it is difficult for the listeners to understand the content of articula-
tion. The acoustic characteristics to greater extent can be comprehended with available speech analyzing tech-
niques [2]-[4] to contemplate for the posed problem. 

Deaf speakers born with severity or profundity or became deaf in infancy can achieve intelligible speech 
naturally by training or administering a battery of speech and language tasks [5], but most of such speakers do 
not produce legible speech due to the fact that speech intelligence is a correlated factor with residual hearing. 
Even if they attempt to place their articulators accurately, they fail to coordinate the movements of articulation 
[6]. The negative effect on intelligence of deaf speaker is due to the easy movement of transitional sounds with 
very long duration, pitch breaks and short pauses that have some positive effects on speech intelligence [7]. Also, 
the timing of the deaf speaker ranges higher and by correcting the timing errors in deaf speech, the intelligibility 
can be improved. 

In many cases, the utterances are modified and the relative timing error corrections are fed to computer for 
obtaining the highest intelligence score that results in better speech production [8] [9]. Deaf speakers have a 
strong relationship between prosodic features and phoneme production that directly influence the speech intelli-
gence. Such intricate relationship can be perceived as pitch variations in deaf speakers [10]. 

The unintelligent speech information of the deaf speakers is replicated in form of random formant position, 
abnormality in fundamental frequency (F0) and intensity contours. F0 is an important parameter in assessing the 
correctness of speech production. Due to low intelligence, the deaf speaker’s second formant (F2) range is re-
duced both by time and frequency [11]. Further the wide variation in F0 with high jitter values is noticed with 
lack of control of amplitude. Consequently, majority of the hearing impaired speakers need to be educated with 
the speech skills that normal speakers readily acquire during the initial years of life. To develop such speaking 
skills, procedures and techniques for the benefit of deaf speakers, efforts have been taken in studying the speech 
characteristics of the deaf speakers [12]. The progress in the sophisticated processing and analyzing techniques 
in speech science, electrical engineering and computer science have facilitated to understand the speech produc-
tion process [13]. These technological growths helped to examine the deaf speakers’ speech signal as well as to 
develop clinical assessment and training procedures [14] [15]. 

In recent years, attempts are made to clinically separate or identify the differences between the normal and 
deaf speech signals. The speech parameters like pitch, formants, spectral and cepstral coefficients have been ex-
plored to correlate the signals. But each work focuses on specific group of community, differs in origin and de-
mography. Also various assistive technologies have been developed to support the deaf community to commu-
nicate using gadgets or modules. These devices provide a way to assess the information through vision and/or 
vibration method. Few such devices are pitch indicator, nasality indicator, spectrum analyzer [16], talking heads 
and vocal tract estimator [17]. Multiple computer based training methods [18]-[24] are also developed to im-
prove the deaf speaker’s utterances in terms of intelligibility, speech recognition, speech production, speech 
synthesis, speech enhancement and gender identification.  

Further, many researchers, manufacturers and clinicians determine a way for synthetic speech generation us-
ing alternative and augmentative communication method, neural networks and face recognition techniques [25]. 
A touch screen based system has been employed as a communicating device for the deaf speaker as a result the 
normal speaker can understand the information conveyed by the deaf speaker. A GSM module has been inbuilt 
in addition, so that the deaf speaker may be able to communicate even over long distances [26]. Advancements 
in the emotional recognition facilitated to develop talking head interference to assist the deaf people in express-
ing their emotional status using gestures in various languages [27] [28]. The mentioned techniques confiscate 
the barrier of a deaf speaker to make know their thoughts to the listeners.  

With such background, an attempt is made to instill a technique that enhances the deaf speaker’s speech ut-
terances by analyzing the degree and depth of variation in speech signal. This may contribute for developing an 
assistive mechanism that can generate a speech signal with deaf speaker’s tone of voice. The objectives of the 
present work are 1) to evaluate the speech parameters and understand the deviation (degree) and dislocation 
(depth), 2) to study the viability of deriving correction measures using quantified deviation and dislocation and 3) 
to use correction measure for enhancing the deaf speakers speech and produce speech signal with same tone of 
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voice. Such study may facilitate to modify the deaf speech signal to resemble normal. 

2. Materials and Methods 
In the state of Tamilnadu, India, a private organization namely, Madras ENT Research Foundation (MERF) has 
made a survey from 2003-2013 among the children’s aged below 12 years and found that 6 out of 100 children’s 
are affected by deafness problem for various congenital reasons. The report also indicates that the deafness in 
the state is 3 times more than the National average and 6 times greater than the International average. Particu-
larly, the state Tamilnadu is positioned 3rd in south India. Further, the survey proclaims that the deaf population 
in south India is almost 17.5% higher than that of the other states. Therefore, in this present work, the deaf 
speakers from various districts of Tamilnadu, speaking Tamil language, are considered for the investigation. 

32 normal speakers (NS) with no hearing loss and 32 deaf speakers (DS) with hearing loss are selected for the 
study. The age of the speakers ranges between 8 to 12 years. The deaf speakers are selected from various hear-
ing impairment schools. The amount of hearing loss for the deaf speakers chosen is ≤70 dB under the category 
of moderate hearing loss.  

Feature Extraction for the Vocal Characteristics of the Speech 
The Praat software is used for extracting the features from the speech signal and it is analysed to understand the 
speech parameters of the normal and deaf speakers. The subjects are instructed to be seated comfortably and 
asked to perform deep breath inhalation and exhalation. They utter the chosen 10 Tamil words with the help of a 
display board and a speech trainer. With the comfortable audio intensity by using the SONY ICD-UX523F voice 
recorder fixed at suitable height and distance of 5 inches from the mouth in a sound proof room, both the group 
of speakers utter the words repeatedly for 3 times. The sampling frequency is fixed as 44,100 Hz. The time gap 
for each utterance for a given word ranges from 1 sec to 3 sec. 

The phonetic information of the selected Tamil words with classification details is given in Table 1. The re-
corded speech samples are processed using signal processing to suppress background noise. To have a better 
representation of the speech signal, the mean signal is generated for 3 repeated recordings and then speech pa-
rameters are estimated, analysed in addition, data collection of the various vocal parameters are measured.  

Pitch: The Pitch is an important attribute of sound and it conveys the bulk of the prosodic information in 
speech. Pitch determines the speech harmonics based on the harmonic peak lowness and highness of a waveform 
and it is usually related to its fundamental frequency hence, it is called as pitch frequency or fundamental fre-
quency (F0). It is represented in Hertz [Hz].  

Normally the speech contains distribution of many peaks and an algorithm is needed to find the possible pitch 
candidates. Here autocorrelation algorithm is used to determine the Pitch candidates. To analyze the pitch can-
didates the speech signal is divided into number of segments. The time step is fixed as 0.01 seconds which cal-
culates 100 pitch values per second. The window length is 40 ms or 0.04 seconds because the pitch floor is fixed 
as 75 Hz and the frequency below this range will be eliminated, also it calculates 4 pitch values in one window  

 
Table 1. Phonetic Information of the Tamil language words with classification. 

Test Words Phonetic Transcription No of Syllable Words Classification 

Amma [əməmə] 2 Open Nasal 

Appa [əbəbə] 2 Open Plosives 

Bhandhu [bɦənədɦʉ] 2 Close Nasal Plosives 

Kan [kənə] 1 Open Nasal Plosives 

Kathavu [kəd̪əɦəʋʉ] 3 Open Plosives 

Kathu [kəd̪əɦʉ] 2 Close Plosives 

Mani [mənɪ] 2 Open Nasal 

Maram [məɾəmə] 2 Open Nasal 
Veedu [ʋe:ʲe:dʉ] 2 Open Plosives 
Paal [paələ] 1 Close Plosives 
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length. The analysis of each segment results with a number of pitch candidates with an indication of its strength. 
The best pitch candidate can be found at the maximum peak using the algorithm. In autocorrelation method the 
Pitch candidates are found in each frame and all the consecutive frames are analyzed. Here the same pitch can-
didate if occurred that will not be considered second time when the transition is made between the analysis 
frame. Finally the mean pitch value is obtained using all the pitch candidate of window frames. Thus the appro-
priate pitch value can be determined using this algorithm which is accurate, non-resistant and robust than other 
methods.  

The following equation is used to calculate the pitch candidates of a windowed signal. 

( ) ( ) ( )a t s t w t= .                                    (1) 

Here windowed signal a(t) is obtained by convolving w(t) which is a window function on the analysis frame 
s(t).  

Formants: The spectral peaks of speech spectrum of a speech signal are called “Formants”. It is mentioned as 
|P(f)|. The formant values are estimated to know the relationship between the words and to find whether they are 
similar. Usually a maximum of five formants for men are present within every 1000 Hz and the maximum fre-
quency range is 5000 Hz. For women an average of five formants present between every 1100 Hz and the 
maximum frequency range is 5500 Hz. The pre-emphasis form is fixed up to 50 Hz which boosts the higher 
formants that will be helpful in finding the formants in the analysis.  

The first Formant frequency (F1) will be higher for open vowel and lower for closure ones. The First formant 
roughly corresponds to the vowel height and the second for vowel location. The remaining formants will get in-
creased or decreased depending on the first Formant (F1) frequency. Table 1 further shows the classification of 
ten Tamil words based on nasality, which is used for deaf speech analysis. 

Formants can be estimated using the Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) method. Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) 
analysis is based on the source filter theory of speech production. According to this theory, speech signal is the 
result of the source signal filtered from the vocal tract system. The LPC method will separate the source and fil-
ter from the acoustic signal. The LPC source filter multiplication model relationship is mentioned below: 

( ) ( ) ( )O f H f S f= ⋅                                   (2) 

O(f)—the spectrum of sound, H(f)—the spectrum of filter S(f)—the spectrum of the source.  
The formants are analysed to find the various acoustic transitions of speech on the vocal passage where F1 is 

related to pharynx, F2 for oral cavity, F3 for nasal cavity, F4 for sinuses and above F5 normally the formants 
range will be very poor to identify. In the present work maximum of five formants values are estimated. 

Jitter and Shimmer: The Jitter and Shimmer are the disturbance indexes of the fundamental frequency. The 
cycle variations of fundamental frequency and amplitude are called “Jitter and Shimmer” respectively. The Jitter 
is finding the average absolute difference between consecutive periods by average period and the threshold of 
Jitter for pathological voices is 1.040%. 
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where, Ti = ith interval and N = number of intervals. 
The Shimmer is found by the average absolute difference between the amplitudes of consecutive periods by 

average amplitude. It is also called “Shimmer (Local)”. The threshold of shimmer for pathological voices is 
3.180%.  
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where, A(i)—which is the extracted peak-to-peak amplitude data. 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a standard measure of the amount of background noise 

present in a speech signal. It is defined as the ratio of signal intensity to noise intensity and is expressed in deci-
bels. 
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( ) ( )10dB 20logSNR S N=                                (5) 

where S is the root-mean-square of the speech signal without any noise present and N is the root-mean-square 
level of the noise without including speech. 

3. Results and Discussion 
The quantitative result for the speech parameters of NS and DS groups to understand the significant variations in 
their speech characteristics is discussed. Table 2 shows the values of pitch, jitter and shimmer of NS and DS 
groups respectively. The dissimilarity within the group is noticed which indicate the uniqueness of voice pa-
rameters of a speaker. From the overall pitch study, it is inferred that the significant pitch variations are noticed 
for two syllable words.  

From the results as shown in Table 2, it is noticed that the minimum pitch value (#NS08) is 263.97Hz for the 
word “Maram” (Two syllable word) and maximum pitch value (#NS30) is 298.03 Hz for the word “Appa” (Two 
Syllable word). In the case of DS group the minimum pitch value (#DS04) is 413.95 Hz for the word “Kan” 
(One syllable word) and maximum pitch value (#DS12) is 433.04 Hz for the word “Veedu” (Two syllable word). 
The NS group pitch value ranges between 263.97 ± 34.06 Hz and for deaf speaker it is between 413.95 ± 19.05 
Hz for deaf speaker, which is higher in frequency. The deviation between the NS and DS groups for the mean 
pitch values is 149.98 Hz, which states that the deaf speakers pitch value starts at a higher value compared to a 
normal speaker. 

A plot is presented for the word “Appa” of both the groups taken F0 in x-axis and F1 in y-axis as shown in 
Figure 1. The mean value is calculated for F0 and F1 for both the groups and an average distance is measured 
between the two clusters as shown in the figure using the distance formula for two independent groups. The av-
erage distance for the word “Appa” is 407.32 Hz. The figure shows that the values of pitch and formant values 
of normal speakers form a separate cluster and the same form a separate cluster for deaf speakers. 

A formant chart for the NS and DS group is depicted Figure 2 and Figure 3 for the chosen Tamil words. 
 

Table 2. Descriptive analysis of pitch, jitter and shimmer for normal and deaf speakers. 

Test Words Subjects Pitch (Hz) Jitter (%) Shimmer (%) 

Amma 
NS 271.58 1.12 3.27 

DS 416.68 2.15 6.89 

Appa 
NS 298.03 1.00 3.05 

DS 419.81 2.23 6.08 

Bhandhu 
NS 267.17 1.33 3.00 

DS 418.68 2.60 6.91 

Kan 
NS 266.89 1.34 3.01 

DS 413.95 2.85 6.95 

Kathavu 
NS 273.78 1.32 3.24 

DS 416.30 2.58 5.96 

Kathu 
NS 277.69 1.22 3.13 

DS 419.44 2.67 6.80 

Mani 
NS 268.12 1.35 3.08 

DS 415.65 2.70 7.25 

Maram 
NS 263.97 1.25 3.31 

DS 420.92 2.54 5.84 

Veedu 
NS 271.08 1.18 3.27 

DS 433.04 2.53 6.89 

Paal 
NS 269.63 1.37 3.05 

DS 427.11 3.00 6.08 
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Figure 1. Cluster formation for the Tamil word “Appa” using F0 and F1. 

 

 
Figure 2. Formant chart for normal speakers. 

 
The formant chart is obtained by placing the F1 and F2 formants in the graph in order to observe the lips move-
ment and tongue constriction positions of the speakers. Figure 2 and Figure 3 illustrate that all the words are 
present in the Lips open tongue backward constriction region for NS group whereas none of the words of DS 
group is seen in the Lips open tongue backward constriction region but alternatively all the words of normal 
speakers are present in that region only. Based on the formant chart the word positions for the normal and deaf 
speakers are obtained and shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3. Formant chart for deaf speakers. 

 

 
Figure 4. Word positions of normal and deaf speakers. 

 
The first five formant values (F1 to F5) are shown in Table 3 for NS and DS group. From the table, the data 

shows that the formant values appear deviant between the groups.  
When comparing the speaker results the following is understood namely: 
Pitch range is higher for deaf speakers and lower for normal speakers, 
F1 range is higher for deaf speakers and lower for normal speakers, 
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Table 3. Descriptive analysis of normal and deaf speaker formant analysis. 

Test Words Subjects F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz) F3 (Hz) F4 (Hz) F5 (Hz) 

Amma 
NS 490.70 1479.40 2427.89 3391.45 3614.40 

DS 567.33 1297.06 2356.31 3664.95 4002.53 

Appa 
NS 551.20 1624.75 2333.80 3424.53 3494.56 

DS 665.01 1485.25 2205.74 3778.42 4102.27 

Bhandhu 
NS 449.01 1570.50 2500.76 3689.85 3530.04 

DS 884.29 1336.20 2400.10 3891.98 3940.92 

Kan 
NS 457.85 1587.78 2327.31 3383.48 3693.54 

DS 591.88 1354.35 2319.90 3631.61 4010.70 

Kathavu 
NS 441.05 1554.16 2441.40 3325.86 3520.50 

DS 680.58 1296.87 2469.16 3710.54 3893.62 

Kathu 
NS 442.63 1484.21 2428.10 3435.88 3791.28 

DS 502.44 1307.20 2285.51 3960.12 4260.13 

Mani 
NS 441.50 1688.29 2379.13 3400.01 3499.98 

DS 790.42 1321.18 2398.96 3630.57 4131.07 

Maram 
NS 514.93 1482.67 2446.16 3611.28 3422.91 

DS 614.42 1206.44 2384.25 3919.66 4223.65 

Veedu 
NS 437.85 1529.08 2365.50 3396.18 3595.23 

DS 561.88 1289.79 2285.38 3802.51 3989.20 

Paal 
NS 445.52 1530.04 2311.22 3567.56 3997.04 
DS 874.45 1342.28 2503.67 3780.93 4121.28 

 
F2 range is higher for normal speakers and the same was reduced in deaf speaker, 
F3 range is higher for normal speakers and lower for normal speakers, 
F4 range is higher for normal speakers and lower for normal speakers and finally 
F5 range is higher for deaf speakers and lower for normal speakers. 
The spectrogram mentioned with various levels of formants is mentioned in Figure 5. The first line indicates 

the first formant and it is correlated with the height of the vocal tract. The deaf speaker vocal tract height is 
higher than the normal speaker which is justified by the F1 values. The first formant values for the normal 
speaker subject (child2_sample1) for the words “Kan, Kathu and Kathavu” are 457.65 Hz, 442.63 Hz and 
441.05 Hz respectively. The deaf speaker first formant values for the subject (child1_giri_sample1) are 591.88 
Hz, 502.44 Hz and 680.58 Hz. Hence it is proved that the vowel height is higher for deaf speaker. 

The energy level can also be seen in the spectrogram which is dark in colour. In addition the energy level of 
deaf speaker is heavy compared to normal speaker and the energy is seen at particular location where as in nor-
mal speaker the same is spread on various levels. The reason for the accumulation of energy is due to the mini-
mized range of articulators like lips, jaw and tongue positions in deaf speakers. The energy level of deaf speaker 
is missing at the ranges 2809.90 Hz, 4205.12 Hz and 4225.54 Hz for the words “Kan, Kathu and Kathavu” re-
spectively. Normally the deaf speakers have to put more efforts in order to pronounce a word which in turn re-
flects in their low intelligibility and have major differences in their speech characteristics. It is well noticed that 
the energy levels for formants are spread on some specific positions. 

The spectrogram analysis indicates that the formant levels are good in normal speaker and it is deteriorated in 
deaf speakers. The second formant range is reduced in frequency and time in deaf speaker compared to the nor-
mal. The first and second formants value of normal speaker for the one syllable word “Kan” is child2_sample1, 
457.85 Hz (F1) and child2_sample1, 1587.78 (F2). For deaf speaker the formant values are child1_giri_sample1, 
591.88 Hz (F1) and child1_giri_sample1, 1354.35 Hz (F2) which is reduced by 367.46 Hz by frequency. The 
same is reduced by 236.82 Hz for the two syllable word “Kathu” and by 496.61 Hz for the three syllable word 
“Kathavu”. 

Table 2 shows the distribution indexes of frequency and amplitude namely the Jitter and Shimmer values of  
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Figure 5. Spectrogram, formant and energy levels. 

 
NS and DS groups. The Jitter values for the words of DS group are found greater than the corresponding NS 
group samples and the variation is found in the two syllable words. The box plots for the jitter and shimmer 
comparison of NS and DS groups is shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7. From the box plot is understood that both 
jitter and shimmer values have greater variation in the DS group. The positive quartile is negligible for jitter in 
DS group, whereas the negative quartile is higher in both jitter and shimmer which determines that the deaf 
speakers have more dissimilar values and ranges for the distribution indexes of amplitude and frequency. 

It is understood that the cycle-to-cycle variation in the pitch (Jitter) and amplitude (shimmer) is maximum for 
deaf speakers. The Jitter and shimmer values for the Tamil words chosen are <1.98% and <3.83% respectively 
for the normal speakers. In deaf speakers, the same is greater. The results show contradictory values among the 
two groups and the values are never similar for both Jitter and Shimmer disturbance indexes.  

Intensity problems are mainly due to loudness and stress during the voice production of deaf speakers. Spe-
cifically the intensity for one syllable word “Kan” ranges in low intensity than the two and three syllable words 
and it has no fluctuations. The word “Kan” is totally a consonant whereas “Kathu” and “Kathavu” is mixed with 
consonant and vowel at the end. The intensity fluctuations in deaf speakers occurred when there is a transition 
from consonant-to-vowel or from vowel-to-consonant which is indicated in Figure 8. 

The intensity contour of the deaf speakers as shown in Figure is highly fluctuating between each consonant to 
vowel or vowel to consonant transitions. Due to this, the energy levels of the deaf speaker may have more varia-
tions. The distribution indexes namely the jitter and shimmer of deaf speaker are with greater values which re-
flect in their amplitude and frequency parameters. The deaf speakers have unusual voice quality and they often 
have inadequate pitch frequency, which further affects all the other speech parameters. 
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Figure 6. Box plot for jitter. 

 

 
Figure 7. Box plot for shimmer. 

 
The SNR value of the groups is depicted in Table 4. It is understood that the deaf speakers have more noise in 

the background compared to normal speakers. The maximum amount of noise in seen in three syllable word 
“Kathavu”. The reason for the background noise to be higher in deaf speaker is due to the fact that they often 
misplace their articulators during speech production and in addition they have stress with breathing problems 
during the word utterances. 
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Figure 8. Intensity contours of normal and deaf speakers. 

 
Table 4. SNR Values between normal and deaf group. 

Test Words 
SNR Values (dB) 

No of Syllables 
NS DS 

Amma 16.77 21.76 2 

Appa 13.91 19.88 2 

Bhandhu 15.50 22.35 2 

Kan 15.06 19.35 1 

Kathavu 17.73 23.81 3 

Kathu 16.18 22.60 2 

Mani 16.53 21.65 2 

Maram 14.97 21.45 2 

Veedu 18.24 22.84 2 

Paal 13.82 16.44 1 
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4. Conclusion 
The comparative study on normal and deaf speech signal shows that the quantitative measures, pitch, F1, F3, F4, 
F5 are higher in deaf speakers than normal speakers, whereas F2 is lower in deaf speakers than normal speakers. 
The jitter, shimmer and frequency fluctuations are higher in deaf speakers. Also a significant difference in speech 
parameters between the two groups except F2 is noticed. Further it is understood, the magnitude of deviation in 
time domain gives an insight on “depth” and in frequency domain on “deviation”. Based on this information, a 
correction factor may be estimated, so as to correct the quantitative measures of deaf speech signal. This may 
result in production of signal that acceptably correlates with normal speech production. Such method may subs-
titute onerous training modules by producing good quality speech in deaf speaker’s tone of voice. 
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